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Summary
We are refining our prices to better reflect our costs for providing network services.

This involves introducing demand prices where customers have suitable metering installed, and 
removing declining block pricing structures.

Our move to cost reflective pricing will ultimately drive better outcomes for our customers.

Most customers will see no impact on their retail bill due to retail price protections provided  
by the Northern Territory (NT) Government, and we are managing the transition for the large  
energy users who may see bill impacts.
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1 Your bill and our share of it
Power and Water Corporation is responsible for delivering energy from the power generators  
to your homes and businesses in a safe and reliable way. While your retailer (e.g. Jacana Energy, 
Rimfire Energy or QEnergy) charges you for your energy usage, they pay us, on your behalf,  
for our services. 

For most customers, changes in our prices have no impact on their bills. This is because retail 
pricing protection applies under the NT Government’s Electricity Pricing Order (the Pricing Order).

Our prices, also known as network tariffs (tariffs), account for approximately

• 44% or around $1,050 of the average annual household bill

• 35% or around $4,050 annually for the average small business customer.

While these percentages will differ, depending on how much energy you use (and, for large energy 
users, the prices in your retail offer), they help to illustrate our impact on your bill.

Our tariffs recover the costs of building and maintaining the poles and wires, and the support 
staff needed to keep the energy network operating. This includes restoring power when faults and 
emergencies happen, as a result of severe weather events and other causes beyond our control. 
The costs we can recover are regulated and must be approved by the Australian Energy Regulator 
(AER – the Regulator), every five years. The first regulatory approval period under the AER will cover 
the period from 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2024. The tariffs in this paper (if approved by the AER) will 
commence on 1 July 2019.

Generation Transmission Distribution

Power plant generates 
electricity

Transformer converts 
low voltage electricity to 
high voltage for efficient 
transport

Substation transformer 
converts high voltage 
electricity to low voltage  
for distribution

Retailers purchase 
electricity on behalf of 
consumers and provide 
consumers with their 
electricity bill.

Transmission lines carry 
electricity long distances

Distribution lines carry  
low voltage electricity  
to consumers

Customers

Homes, offices and 
factories use electricity for 
lighting and cooling, and to 
power appliances
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2 Our tariff structure statement
The tariffs we can charge are regulated and our tariff structure statement (TSS) forms part of  
the regulatory requirement. It explains our five-year tariff strategy, outlining what tariffs we  
will charge and who will be charged which tariffs.

The TSS is a requirement of the Northern Territory (NT) National Electricity Rules (the Rules),  
and sets out our proposed approach to our tariffs. We must seek the AER’s approval of our  
TSS for compliance with the network pricing rule requirements.

This means our tariff structures must support the network pricing objective that:

The tariffs that we charge for providing regulated network services to a retail  
customer should reflect our efficient costs of providing those services.

This objective is designed to support our customers’ long-term interests. Research by the CSIRO 
and Energy Networks Australia shows that billions of dollars’ worth of energy infrastructure 
investment can be saved across Australia if we get this right; and support our customers to  
make informed choices about how they source and use electricity. This is particularly vital as the 
energy sector transforms through new technologies and energy decarbonisation policies.

By setting out our pricing plans for the upcoming five-year regulatory period, our TSS provides 
greater transparency and certainty for our customers. This was also mentioned by our large  
energy users, when we engaged with them on our pricing plans, as extremely important to their 
future planning and budgeting activities. Our TSS also provides evidence to the AER that we 
have complied with the Rules. Section 8 - our proposed tariffs - explains the rule concepts and 
demonstrates our compliance with them.

Once approved by the AER, our future annual tariff proposals must align with our TSS within  
the 2019-24 regulatory period. The AER will cross check this before approving those annual  
tariff proposals.

TSS scope | Our TSS sets out for our customers:

• How we have engaged with our customers when setting our pricing plans

• The way we group customers for pricing purposes – our tariff classes

• The way we decide which customers go on which tariffs – our tariff assignment policy

• What our tariff charges are and how they are applied

• How we have designed our tariffs to meet the Rule requirements.
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3 What we’re trying to achieve
We have focussed on developing easy to understand, cost reflective network tariffs. However, 
our main objective is to encourage customers to understand and manage their energy usage, 
especially during periods when the demand on the network is high, to encourage efficient use of 
the network. This will help to defer or avoid future spending to augment the network and ensure 
customers who choose to use energy during times of peak demand are paying a fair price. 

Our second important objective is to develop tariffs that can adapt to emerging technologies  
such as battery storage or the anticipated uptake of electric vehicles.

When designing our network tariffs to comply with the Rules, we have been guided by the  
following pricing objectives and principles

• Pricing efficiency – an efficient network price is one that signals to the customer their 
contribution to the cost of providing network services with consideration to limiting the  
impact on some customer groups

• Customer equity – customers should pay what it costs to supply them

• Pricing simplicity – price structures should be easily understood, straightforward  
and transparent

• Revenue sufficiency – prices are formulated to recover the allowed revenue approved  
by the Regulator.
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4 Our customer engagement
We have engaged and consulted with our stakeholders and customers to develop our first TSS.  
This program included customer focus groups, forums, in-depth interviews, the establishment  
of our Customer Advisory Council and consultation with retailers and other major stakeholders.  
Our engagement program has focussed on two distinct groups of retail customers, recognising  
the differing tariff impacts:

1. Customers who use <750MWh per year | These are most of our 85,000 customers, 
and comprise households and small to medium businesses. These customer groups are 
currently subject to retail pricing protection through the Pricing Order. The Pricing Order 
regulates the retail prices for these customers. Therefore, the impact of the AER’s decision 
on our TSS will not directly affect their retail electricity bills as our network tariffs are not 
currently listed as separate charges on their bill.

2. Customers who use >750MWh per year | These are our 200 largest energy users.  
They see our network tariffs as a separate charge on their retail bill and the impact of  
the AER’s decision on our TSS will directly affect this customer group.

This fundamental difference in how our tariffs will affect the two distinct customer groups over 
the 2019-24 regulatory period was a primary driver in the design of our engagement program and 
research questions.

Our engagement with representatives of the <750MWh customer group tested their  
understanding and acceptability of our tariff design thinking and draft plans. The results  
identified that these representatives

•  understood their bills will not be affected by any changes we make to our tariffs in making them 
more cost reflective

•  over half would likely shift some of their energy use to off-peak times in the future if they were to 
see peak demand charges on their retail bill and respond to our proposed zero off-peak rate

•  the majority were in favour of better aligning the share of our revenue received from larger energy 
users to reflect their share of our total costs.

Our engagement with representatives of the >750MWh customer group focussed on specific  
tariff changes, options, and any impacts for these customers. The results identified that  
these representatives

•  supported the cost reflective option, with more than half favouring our “Fully Cost Reflective” 
tariff option as their first preference. This option removes the declining block in our demand  
and energy charges and adds a charge for customers with a poor power factor (as defined in 
section 8.2)

•  around half understood their bill impacts and the other half partially understood as they  
needed to understand the final retail impact from their retailer

•  most wanted time to correct their power factors. Some customers requested more time to 
prepare for the introduction of poor power factor surcharges, asking that these start later in the  
period instead of from 1 July 2019 to allow time to design and budget for their power factor 
correction solutions.
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Energy industry | We also consulted with NT energy retailers and our  
Customer Advisory Council, including through consultation papers, to obtain  
their views on our draft plans and a range of pricing options and issues.  

These industry stakeholders support us in our move to more sustainable pricing  
arrangements which will lower network costs over time, and better prepare the NT  
for future changes in how customers source and use energy.

Full details of our engagement program, research findings and how this has influenced our 
regulatory proposal are set out in our TSS along with our network regulatory proposal.

5 Our tariff classes
We group our customers into three distinct tariff classes by considering

•  the cost impact of different customer groups to ensure our tariffs will recover costs from the 
relevant group – e.g. which parts of our network infrastructure they use, and to what extent  
they drive our system capacity needs (as further outlined in 8.1)

•  the avoidable transaction costs that could occur if we introduce additional customer groups  
with minimal benefit.

The three tariff classes are shown in the table below. These tariff classes mean a customer’s tariff 
assignment is based on the voltage level they connect at and their annual energy usage.

Tariff class Customer eligibility

LV <750MWh Residential customers consuming <750MWh pa 
with standard accumulation meters

Non-residential customers consuming <750MWh pa  
with standard accumulation meters

Customers consuming <750MWh pa with smart meters

Unmetered: 

• Street lighting and similar unmetered 12 hour supplies 

• Traffic lights and similar unmetered 24 hour supplies.

LV >750MWh Customers consuming >750MWh pa connected to the LV network

HV Customers connected to the HV network

High voltage (HV) Low voltage (LV)
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6 How we assign customers to tariffs
Our tariff assignment policy determines which customers should be on which tariff. 

This policy considers

• in which tariff class they belong (i.e. how much energy they use per year and what parts  
of our network they use)

• whether they are a residential customer or a non-residential customer (e.g. a business or 
government agency)

• what type of metering they have installed at their property to measure the way they use energy

• whether they are a large energy user that may place bespoke demands on our system requiring 
special connection and capacity arrangements along with a dedicated tariff offering.

Our meter types and capabilities
In the past, most customers have had meters that simply 
measured the total amount of energy used between meter 
reads. We call these accumulation meters.

Our largest energy users have had meters designed to 
measure the amount of energy used in 15 minute intervals. 
This detail provides information on their usage during our 
network peak times and off peak times. These meters also have 
communications capabilities which allow us to access meter 
data more frequently than once per month or quarter. We call these smart meters.

By 1 July 2019 all customers who use >40MWh of energy per year will have had a smart 
meter installed at their property, capable of being remotely read.

From 1 July 2019 we plan to only install smart meters for new connections or when 
replacing a meter which has reached the ends of its service life.

Smart

Old
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Our tariffs are made up of three key components

• fixed system access charge (c/day or $/month)

• demand charge to send a price signal reflecting how the rate of energy use drives our  
growth costs ($/kVA)

• volume charge (c/kWh) to cover the residual contribution to costs not covered by the  
other two elements.

Not all customer tariffs have a demand charge; however, all tariffs have an access charge and  
a volume charge. In future, it is proposed that tariffs for customers with smart meters may also 
have an excess kVAr charge ($/kVAr) designed to send a price signal to those customers who  
have a poor power factor which does not meet our systems technical requirements.

7 Tariff components

What is it?

Access

Ability to  
receive energy

Cost per day for  
being  connected  

to the network

Energy

Amount of  
energy used

Cost per unit of  
energy we deliver  

to you (kWh)

Demand

Rate energy  
is used

Maximum demand  
at a point in time (kVA)
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8 Our proposed tariffs
Our tariff structures were previously designed for a vertically integrated electricity business, 
providing end-to-end services from generation through to retail. Therefore, most of our legacy  
tariff structures do not reflect the drivers of our network costs; and indeed, for some customers, 
they actually provided discounted demand tariffs at the times when our costs are highest.

These legacy tariffs need to be changed to comply with the pricing principles set out in the  
Rules and be implemented in such a way that manages any impacts on our customers. In order 
to comply with the Rules, our prices must be cost reflective. Our move to cost reflectivity will 
ultimately drive better outcomes for our customers.

What is cost reflectivity? The amount customers pay should reflect their usage and demand  
placed on the network, including

• the cost of them being connected to the network

• the demand they put on the network (particularly at peak times which drives increases in  
our costs).

What does cost reflectivity mean when setting our tariffs? Cost reflective pricing requires 
consideration of

• how our customers use the network ensuring it is reflected in how they are charged – we call this 
the tariff structure, which identifies what components there are in a bill and how they relate to 
types of use and ultimately our costs

•  how much (i.e. what share of costs) different customer groups pay based on how much of our 
total costs they account for – we call this our revenue share.

We have captured these requirements in our pricing design principles of ‘simple, stable, fair  
and enough’ in developing our 2019-24 TSS and proposed tariffs. Our proposed tariffs will help  
to ensure

•  the amount paid by different customer groups will reflect how much of our costs they drive

•  the way our customers use the network will be reflected in how they are charged, including

–  demand charges to be introduced for all customers with suitable meters

–  demand tariffs to be set at flat levels to encourage efficient energy use (not declining blocks), 
and energy tariffs will be set at flat levels and won’t provide discounts for high energy users

–  our peak charging period will be better aligned to our current and predicted peak load profile

–  our customers with a power factor that does not meet our systems’ technical requirements will 
be encouraged to implement corrective measures or pay their fair price if they decide not to.

8.1 Aligning our revenue shares
We are planning to better align the share of revenue we receive from each tariff class with how 
much they cost to supply. Our detailed analysis shows that non-residential tariffs have recovered a 
lower revenue share than their relative contribution to our total costs.

Our forecast revenue is expected to fall, compared to the current period, providing us with an 
opportunity for revenue alignment without price increases. Falling revenue means we can achieve  
a fairer sharing of our costs by

•  reducing the amount of revenue collected from residential customers

•  maintaining the amount of revenue collected from non-residential customers, at the current level.

This will allow us to recover our regulated revenue in a way that is less likely to distort our 
customers’ decisions to use energy efficiently.
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8.2 Setting our tariff structures
Our proposed tariff classes, tariff assignment and tariff structures are summarised  
in the table below.

Tariff  
class

Tariff  
assignment

Tariff structure

Consumption Access Energy Demand* Power 
factor

LV 
<750MWh 

pa

Residential 
Accumulation Meter 0-750MWh pa Flat Flat - -

Non-residential 
Accumulation Meter 0-750MWh pa Flat Flat - -

Smart Meter LV 0-750MWh pa Flat Flat

Flat 12-9pm  
Peak Only, 
Seasonal 
Time of 

Use (Oct – 
March), Max 

demand

Excess  
kVAr 

(>40MWh 
pa)

Unmetered

Unmetered 
supply 12hr 
operation

- - Flat -

Unmetered 
supply  
12-24hr 

operation

- - Flat -

LV 
>750MWh 

pa

Customers 
consuming 

>750MWh pa 
connected to the  

LV network

>750MWh pa

Flat Flat

Flat 12-9pm 
Peak Only,  

Year Round,  
Max 

demand

Excess 
kVAr

Individually 
calculated customers 

tariff >750MWh pa  
customers with 
extremely large 
or unique load 
characteristics

Large customers or those 
with unique characteristics 

will be offered an individually 
calculated tariff.

Excess 
kVAr

HV

Customers 
connected to  

the HV network

0-750MWh pa  
&  

>750MWh pa
Flat Flat

Flat 12-9pm  
Peak Only,  

Year Round,  
Max 

demand

Excess 
kVAr 

(>40MWh 
pa)

Individually 
calculated customers 

tariff >750MWh pa  
customers with 
extremely large 
or unique load 
characteristics

>750MWh pa

Large customers or those 
with unique characteristics 

will be offered an individually 
calculated tariff.

Excess 
kVAr

Notes: *Demand charges are measured as maximum kVA per month in the peak window from 12 noon to 9pm  
on weekdays.
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Introducing demand tariffs for all smart meter customers
Our business priority is to provide energy delivery capacity to our customers’ in a safe and reliable  
manner, where and when they need it. This means our costs are driven by the size of the network  
needed for the times when demand is at its peak. For this reason, our large energy users have  
always been charged for their demand on our network.

The amount of energy delivered is not a driver of growth in our costs. This means 
customers who only pay an access charge and an energy usage charge do not 
receive any signal to indicate how their use of our network affects our costs. 
Equally, there is no incentive for these customers to manage their energy use 
and help minimise our costs, and subsequently help minimise network tariffs.

Demand charges will be introduced for all customers who have a smart meter. This change will 
apply to customers who use <750MWh per year but will not affect their retail price, as they are  
currently protected by the Pricing Order. This will not increase our total revenue as we will  
reduce our energy charges commensurately to achieve an overall balance.

Removing the declining block tariff structure
Our costs don’t decrease when more energy is used on our network. Our current ‘legacy’ tariffs 
feature declining block tariffs, which become cheaper, the more energy used and the higher 
demand in our peak periods. This creates a bulk discount incentive which is not cost reflective and 
discourages customers from managing their energy to help reduce pressure on our network costs.

We propose to remove these declining block tariffs and make the tariffs a flat rate in this TSS.  
This will not directly impact customers who use <750MWh per year. However, it will be reflected  
in the bills of our large energy users, which is why we have consulted directly with them, to  
test option preferences to manage bill impacts. The preferred options resulted in 88% of our  
large energy users having either no bill increase or a bill decrease.

Shortening our peak charging window
Over time and as a result of changes in the way customers’ source and use energy, our peak  
system load profile has changed. We propose adjusting our peak periods to reflect current and  
forecast future peak demand times within the regulated networks. This will involve shortening  
the peak window by 39 hours per week from

• the current peak period of 6am to 6pm, seven days a week; to

• the new peak period of 12 noon to 9pm, week days only.

For our large energy users this peak window will continue to apply all year-round, as it does  
now, reflecting the size of the maximum system capacity we need to make available to them  
all year-round. For smaller customers using <750MWh per year, this peak period will only apply 
during the wet/summer season from October to March (inclusive), with the dry/winter season 
treated as off peak for these customers.
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Encouraging power factor correction

What is power factor
Power factor is a value between 0 and 1 that shows how efficient a customer’s power 
consumption is. It shows us

• how much power is used to actually achieve results like, heat or motion –  
called ‘real power’

• how much power is used to maintain the electromagnetic fields of equipment such as 
air-conditioners, motors or welders – called ‘reactive power’

Real power and reactive power, together, make-up apparent power which is measured in 
kilovoltamperes (kVa) and is the network capacity required.

Power factor is a measure of how efficiently customers use the power delivered via our  
network. If a customer’s power factor is too low (below 0.9), we need to invest in more system 
capacity than what is needed to deliver usable energy to them. Currently, under the Network 
Technical Code, a power factor of at least 0.9 is required from all customers; however, we are  
aware of customers who don’t achieve this minimum level. This drives additional network  
capacity requirements and increases costs for all customers.

We plan to introduce a new surcharge for customers with a poor (non-compliant) power factor 
during the latter part of the 2019-24 regulatory period. This will allow a ‘notice period’ for these 
customers to correct their power factor.

For further information, please view our power factor factsheet at powerwater.com.au/powerfactor
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8.3 Complying with the Rules
We have designed our tariffs to ensure we meet the requirements in the Rules by

•  designing tariffs that reflect the efficient costs of servicing our different tariff classes  
(see section 8.1)

•  recovering our total regulated costs, and doing so in a way that doesn’t distort our  
customers’ decisions to use energy more efficiently and the subsequent impact on our  
network, by recovering our fixed costs (or residual costs) from our fixed access charges  
and new flat rate energy charges

•  factoring in our long run marginal cost when designing our demand tariffs, which is the  
charging method most closely aligned to the part of our customer’s network use that  
drives our demand growth costs

•  ensuring our revenues from each tariff class stay within the efficient pricing bounds of being  
less than the standalone costs and more than avoidable costs.

Details of how we meet these requirements are provided in our 2019-24 TSS.

8.4 Indicative tariffs
The following tables outline the applicable charging parameters and indicative tariffs for the  
2019-20 financial year. Power and Water notes that tariffs during the 2019-24 regulatory control 
period will necessarily change

•  during the AER’s review process because Power and Water has based its proposal on a  
placeholder averaging period for certain rate of return parameters and a placeholder base  
year for its opex forecast

•  during the course of the regulatory control period based on operation of the annual unders  
and overs true-ups in the revenue cap and any approved pass throughs.

Dollars per 
month per 

NMI1

$/kVA 
peak2

$/kVA 
off peak2

¢/kWh 
anytime $/kVAr

Indicative tariffs for HV customers with consumption above 750MWh per year

System availability charge $1,116.32

Plus charges related  
to monthly demand $7.156 $0.000

Plus charges related  
to energy metered 3.285

Plus charges related  
to excess kVAr 4.000

Indicative tariffs for LV customers with consumption above 750MWh per year

System availability charge $1,298.05

Plus charges related  
to monthly demand $8.258 $0.000

Plus charges related  
to energy metered 3.285

Plus charges related  
to excess kVAr 4.000

[1]  National Meter Identifier which is allocated to each customer’s connection.

[2]  The peak period rates currently apply to usage between 12 noon and 9pm on any weekday, including  
public holidays. Off-peak period rates apply at other times.
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Indicative tariffs for customers with consumption less than 750MWh per year 

System availability charge (¢/day)

Cents per day per NMI – LV Residential Accumulation1 64.04

Cents per day per NMI – LV Non Residential Accumulation1 135.00

Cents per day per NMI – LV Smart Meter <40 MWh1 135.00

Cents per day per NMI – LV Smart Meter >40 MWh1 650.00

Cents per day per NMI – HV <750MWh1 307.08

Energy charges (¢/kWh)

LV Residential Accumulation 10.105

LV Non-residential Accumulation 10.455

LV Smart Meter 3.076

HV <750 MWh 3.076

Unmetered supply ($/W)

Unmetered Supply 12hr operation 0.268

Unmetered Supply 12-24hr operation 0.614

Demand charges ($/kVA)

LV Smart Meter Peak2 20.000

LV Smart Meter Off Peak2 0.000

HV <750 MWh Peak3 9.449

HV <750 MWh Off Peak3 0.000

kVar charge ($/kVar)

>40 MWh LV Smart Meter 4.000

>40 MWh HV 4.000

[1] National Meter Identifier which is allocated to each customer’s connection.

[2] The peak period rates apply to usage between 12 noon and 9pm on any weekday, including public holidays from  
1 October through 31 March. Off-peak period rates apply at other times.

[3] The peak period rates currently apply to usage between 12noon and 9:00pm on any weekday, including public  
holidays. Off-peak period rates apply at other times.
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8.5 Indicative bill impacts
This table shows indicative bill impacts for our different customer types. These impacts  
are based on our proposed revenue forecasts and the tariffs set out in the TSS.

Customer type
Network bill+ Bill movement Revenue 

Movement*

2018-19* 2019-20 $ % $M %

Small Residential Accumulation 
Meter (8,500 kWh pa) 1,109 1,093 -16 -1.4

-7.26 -5.26

Small Residential Smart Meter 
(8,500 kWh pa) 1,107 1,083 -24 -2.1

Large Residential Accumulation 
Meter (15,000 kWh pa) 1,831 1,749 -82 -4.5

Large Residential Smart Meter 
(15,000 kWh pa) 1,831 1,535 -296 -16.2

Non-Residential Accumulation 
Meter (38,000 kWh pa) 4,259 4,466 207 4.9

Non-Residential Smart Meter 
(38,000 kWh pa) 4,259 3,300 -959 -22.5

Industrial #  
(1,000,000 kWh pa) 89,481 79,723 -9,758 -10.9

0.38 1.15
Large Industrial HV 
(8,000,000 kWh pa) 405,638 456,420 50,782 12.5

Notes:  *  2018-19 Network Tariffs are indicative and will be subject to review and approval by the  
Northern Territory Treasurer in May 2018

   + Excludes ACS Metering
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